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Abstract: This paper focuses on the validation (for stability and for performance)
of a wntroller that has been designed from an unbiased model of the true system,
identified either in open-loop or in closed-loop using a prediction error framework. A
controller is said to be validated for stability if it stabilize all models defined by an
ellipsoidal paramettic uncertainty set containing the ttue system with some predbed
probability. The same wntroller is said to be validated for perfotmanoe if the worst
case performance achieved by this wntroller over the plants in the uncertainty region
is betkt than some threshold value. Coj&ght @ 2000 IFAC
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper is part of our continuing investigation
of identification for control and controller validation based on uncertainty regions detined by
prediction error identification methods (Bombois
et d , 1999s). Here we consider the case where
a nominal model Gmd has been identified, to.
gether with an uncertainty set 2) to which the
ttue system Go is known to belong with some
prescribed probability. This uncertainty set 2) is
defined as a set of parametrized rational transfer
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functions whose parameter vector lies in an ellipsoidal confidence region. This is clearly a nonstandard uncertainty set in robust control analysis and design. We focus on the validation of a
controller C,designed from G-dl both for robust
stability and for robust performance. We present
a validation procedure for stability which ensures
that the controller C stabilizes all systems in this
nonstandard uncertainty set 1). We also present
a validation procedure for performance in which
we compute the worst case performance over all
closed loop systems made up of the controller C
and all dants in 2).
Uncertainty region. Prediction error identification theory (see e.g. (Ljung, 1999)) delivers an
estimated model Gmodfor the true plant Go and
provides us with tools for the =timation of an
uncertainty region. If the parametric structure is

sutticiently complex to represent the true system,
then G,d is asymptoticallyunbiased and the uncertainty is described by the covariance matrix of
the identified model Gmo+ This covariance matrix
allows one to construct a parametric uncertainty
region U containing the parameters of the true
system Go at a certain probability level that we
can fix at, say, 95 %. The uncertainty region U in
the parameter space defines an equivalent uncertainty region V in the space of transfer functions.
This u n c e W t y region 2) can he obtained for
both open-loop identification and indirect dosedloop identification
Controller validation for stability. Robust
stability theory developed in e.g. (Zhou et al.,
1995; Hinrichsen and F'ritchard, 1988) provides
n e c e s q and sufficientconditions for the stabilization, by some given controller C , of all plants
in an uncertainty region, provided this uncertainty region is defined in the general LFT (linear fractional transformation) framework for rw
bust stability analysis Our contribution in the
proposed procedure is to show that one can
rewrite the closed-loop connection of the controller C and all plants in the uncertainty re
gion V obtained from both
of identification
(own-looo and indirect closed-loor,identification)
in& a p k d a r LET that takes into account
the parametric description of V (i.e. the uncertainty part of the obtained LFT is a real vector)
and whose (real) stability radius is exactly corn
putable, using a result presented in (Hinrichsen
and Pritchard, 1988; Rantzer, 1992). The problem
of robust stability of all plants in the domain
V of paramehized transfer functions was already
a d d r d i n (Bombois et d.,1999a). The solution
presented there was to embed the uncertainty
region V into a larger coprime factor uncertainty
region, leading therefore only to a sufficient rw
bust stability condition. In the new approach of
this paper, we obtain a necessary and d c i e n t
condition, because our new stability results apply
directly to the parametrived set V resulting from
the LdentiEcation step, thereby avoiding the conservativeness resulting from the overbounding of
V by a coprime factor uncertainty set. In the case
of open-loop identification of an ARMA structure,
the structure of V has a simpler expression. In
(Rantzer, 1992), it is shown that this simpler
structure can he expressed as an LFT. In this
paper, we give a general formulation of this LFT
for all model sets (not just ARMA) and for both
opewloop and indirect closed-loop identification.
In the case of open-loop identification and an
ARX struchue, an approach similar to ours and
to that presented in (Rantzer, 1992) can also be
found in (Kosut and Anderson, 1994).
Controller validation for performance. Our
procedure for controller validation for perfor-

mance is based on the computation of the worst
case performance over all dosed-loops made up
of the controller C and d systems in the uncertainty region V. The performance for a dosed
loop (see (Zhou et aL, 1995)) is often defined via
the modulus of the hequency respllse of one (or
several) of the four closed-loop transfer functions.
The worst case performance, for each of these
four transfer functions, is defined as the maximum of their modulus computed over all plants
in the uncertainty region V. These maxima over
all plants in D
' , for a given controller C,define
four templates, which are used as performance
indicators. A number of Standard performance indicators (such as disturbance rejection properties,
resonance peak, ...) can be derived from these
four indicators. Our contribution is to show that
the computation of the worst case performance
can he formulated as an LMI-based optimization
problem. In fact, we give a general LMI-based o p
timization pmblem which allows the computation
of the worst case performance for the four different
closed-loop transfer functions by an appropriate
choice of the weights in the general LMI problem.
The LMI formulation of the problem uses the fact
that the parametric uncertainty appears linearly
in the expression of both the numerator and the
denominator of the systems in the uncertainty
region V and, as a consequence, also appears
linearly in the expression of the four closed-loop
transfer functions.
Paper o n t h e . In Section 2, the general expression of the parametric uncertainty regions delivered by prediction error identifcation is presented
In Section 3, we show how the dosed-loop cok
nections of the systems in the uncertainty region
V and the "bbvalidated controller" can be
expresed in the general LFT framework for r e
bust stability analysis. A necessary and sufficient
condition for the robust stabilization of all plants
in V is then derived from classical robust stability
theory. In Section 4, the worst ease performance
is defined and the LMI-based optimization problem developed for its computation is given. The
procedures for validation for stability and for performance are illustrated by an example in Section
5. Finally, some conclusions are given in the last
section.
2. UNCERTAINTY REGION DELIVERED BY
PREDICTION ERROR IDENTIFICATION
In this section, we give the general expression
of the uncertainty regions delivered by classical
prediction error identification, assuming that unbiased model structures are used. This general
expression, valid for both open-loop and indirect
closed-loop identification, is summatized in the
following proposition, where we assume that the

true open-loop system is linear and timeinvariant,
with a rational input-output transfer functlon Go
such that Y = Go= + u, where u is additive noise.
See (Bombois
d., 1999a; Bombois et aL, 1999b)
. et
.
tor more details.
Proposition 1. Consfder 6 E RkX1,
the PeOI pa.
mmeter vector of the pornmehized transfer function setj GO= G(b)r the h e o P n - 1 ~ 1System,
and ~ ( 8 ) the
. liJl
identified model obtained
ether "dinctly" by open-loop identifiation m
"imiimdy' by indinct doseol-loop i&nt#htion.
The uncertainty rcgirm 2) mntaining G(6,,) at a
certain prd&&
level has the following geneml

fm.

D=

{

(1)
6€U={61(6-6) ~ ( 6 - 8 ) < 1 )

w h m R E Rkxkis ~ i o n a tol the inuerse of
themuat.iancemotrizof8 andhusbeensmledso
as to obtain 1 on the right hand side, Z N ( Z )and
Z D ( Z )M h m ~ rm~!
n u&orr of transfer findions
of &.& k and e(z) is either-a
transfer
function or is dqual to O.
3. CONTROLLER VALIDATION FOR
STABILITY

~ ( 4

Consider an identitied model G=
and
the corre~ponding~unoertninty
rqion D of (1)eontaining GOat some probability level. We say that
a controller C, designed from G-d, is validaied
for stability if it stabilizes all models in this u n a tainty region D (and thereforealso the truesystem
Go). Our contribution in this section is to show
that the uncertainty region D is amenable to classical robust stability analysis. Indeed, we present
a way to d d b e the set of dosed-loop conneo
tions of all plants in D with the Uto be validated
controller" C a s a set of loops [Mn(z) 61 where
the uncertainty part # is a real vector. We also
show that the (real) stability radius linked with
the set of loop [M&) 61 can be computed exactly and efficiently,wing the result presented in
(£Iimi&m and Pritrhard, 1988; Rantzer, 1992).
First, we recall an important result of robust
stability analysis (Rantzer, 1992; Hinridmn and
Pritchard, 1988) in the case when the uncertaintv
is assumed to be a real vector.

3.1 Robust s W t y for a reol vector unefftointg
We consider here a set of loops [ M ( r )PJ that obey
the following system of equations:

{ :I

(2)

In this set of loops, it is assumed that M ( z ) E H,
is a known fized row vector of size b and that the

uncertainty part p is a real vector E R~~~
that
varies in the followinguneertsinty domain :
IPJ, < 1. IpI, r e p e n t s the Znorm of the vector
P. The robust stability theorem for the set of
loops [M(z) p] is summarized in the following

..

Drodtion.

Proposition 2. If M(x) E H- and /3 E RbX',
intm(b
then the loop [M(=)pl
in (2)
s ~ l for
c d l p R ~ X a* htlplZ < 1 if and
only if

een

~ P B ( M ( ~ ' "5) )1

(3)

The value ua(M(efn)) is called the stability rn
dius of the i k P [M(;)
01 at the frequency 6 and
is dehed below.
Definition 3. For M a known mnaplez mat+ E
clXb
and 6 E R ~ ~the' s. W t v mdiw .udMl, is
defined asfobzm ijlm(Ml#
. . 0:

-.

( w M ) r m ( M ) T ) 2 (4)
M P (=~l / ~ ~ ( M )-l ; 1S...<L.A,#2
IT-l~llZ

v

and pp(M) = lMlz i f I m ( M )= 0.
Note that the stability radius is discontinuous
only at the frequencies where M is real (Qiu et
d,1995).

3.2 LFT @mework for D and C

In order to apply Propmition 2 to cheek the
s t a b i i t i o n of all plants in 2) by some controller
C , we must show t b t the d d l o o p connections
of all plants in D with C can be described as a
particular set of lwps [M(z) PI. This first step
can be arhieved using the following theorem
Themem 4. Consider an unartaknty region D of
plant transfer functions given by (1) and a mntroller C ( z ) = X ( x ) / Y ( z ) . T7ie set of dosedImp mnnectwna [G(6) C j for all G(6) E D are
equivalent to the set of loops [Mn 41 which obey
the system of eplotions defined in (2), where the
uncmtainty pnri 6 is a real mlumn vector of size
k a& h t )+Iz < 1, and uJIcn Mn(z) is a row
vector of size k defined os :

+

-(ZD *&)T-'
h f n ( z )= l+(Z~+*)b'

(5)

munth
T a square mot of the matriz R defining U
in (1) :R = TTT.
Roof. The closed-loop connection of C and a
particular plant G(6) = (e Z ~ 6 ) / ( l Z D ~ )
in D (see (1)) can be rewritten as foUows by
introducing two new signals q and pl.

+

+

I), i.e.

The variables y and u are now elirninsted from (6),
yielding the following system of equations:

The system (7) is equivalent with the closedloop connection of a particular G(6) in D with
the controller C . In order to consider the closedloop connections for all plants in D, we have to
consider all 6 f R~~~lying in the ellipsoid U
defined in (1). In order to apply Proposition 2
to the set [MI(z)61, 6 E U,we still need a
normalization step, ss follows. Using R = TTT,
define the real vector 6 E RkX1:
6 T(6 i).
Then 6 f U
(61z< 1. To replace 6 by 6 in (71,
we lirst denote p A +q. Since 6 = 8 +T-'+, (7)is
equivalent with:

*

the worst level of performance of a closed
loop made up of the connection of the comidered
controller and any plant in 2). The worst case
performance in D is of course a lower bound for
the dosed-loop performance achieved with the
true system. We then say that a controller is
validated for performanceif this worst case performance in D remains below some threshold. There
is no unique way of defining the performance of
a cloned-loop system. However most commonly
used performance criteria can be derived from
some norm of a frequency weighted version of the
stability matrix H(G,C) of the closed-loopsystem
[CG] madeup of G in feedbark with the controller
C.
Definition 6. Given a plant G and a stabilizing
amtroller C. the M i t g motriz H(G,C ) of the
closed loop [C GI is giuen by:

H(G,C) =

-

The result then follows from Proposition 2.

3.3 Robust stability condition for D
Using Proposition 2 and Theorem 4, we can now
formulate our main stability theorem.
Theorem 5. Com.der an uncertain& repion 2) of
phnt bunsfer functions hauing the geneml form
given in (1) and k t C be a eontmlkr that s W i r e s
the nominal model ~ ( 8 )All
. plants in the uneertointy region I ) are stabilized by the eontrollm C
if and only if

when the stability mdiw p and Mn(z) are defined
in Definition 3 and in (5), respectively.

Prwf. Mn(x) lies in H, since its denominator
is the denominator .of the sensitivity h c t i o n

of the closed loop [G($) C ] which is stable by
&?sumption. Therefore, this theorem is a direct
consequence of Proposition 2 and Theorem 4.
4. CONTROLLER VALIDATION FOR
PERFORMANCE
In this section, we show that we can evaluate the
worst case performance in the uncertainty region

(v
-T).
GC

G

(10)

1+GC 1+GC
4.1 The &g

criterion measuring the worst

case performance

The worst ease performam criterion over all
plants in an uncertainty region D will be similarly
defined as the worst possible norm, over all plants
in D, of a frequency weighted version of the st*
bility mat* H(G(b),C), where G(6)is any plant
in D and C is the "to-be-validat&" controller C .

General Criterion. Consider an uncertainty region D given by (1) and containing all systems
G(6) = G(z,6) with 6 E U. Consider slso a
controller C(z) that is validated for stability. The
general criterion Jwc measuring the worst case
performance level is defined at a frequency Cl as
follows:
JWC(D,c , w , w,, n) =
max a1 ( w ~ ( ~ ( e i " , 6 ) , C ( e i " ) ) W( I,1))
C(z.6)ED

where Wt(z) = diag(Wt1,Wz) and W,(z) =
diag(W,1, W*) are diagonal weights that allow
one to define spxific worst ease performance levels and where al(A) denotes the largest singular
value of A. Note that Jwo is a frequency function : it defines a template.

-

4.2 Computation of the g

d rritffion

We now present a procedure for the computation
of the general criterion Jwc(D,C, W,,W,, Cl) at a
given frequency Cl.
Theorem 7. Cotwider an u n e h i n t y region D &fined in (1) and a controller C ( z ) = X ( x ) / Y ( r ) .
The general critm'on Jwo &fined in (11) is equal
to
"here 7 , ~is the optimd value of 7 f m

a,

the following standard mnuez optimiMtwn problem involeing LMI eonstmints evaluated at the
frequency R:
minimize 7
ouer
7,
subjed to T 2 0 and

(12)

-

5. EXAMPLE

+

-

~ h m
all = ( Z ~ ~ W ~ W I I Z&W&WZZD)
ZN

~(Qz;zl),
012 = ZfyW;IWtle + W;WlzZt) 7 ( Q Z i ( Y + e x ) ) , a n = e*W&Wlle + WGWn 7(Q(Y +eX).(Y + e x ) ) , Z I = X Z N + Y Z D and
Q = l/(X'W:;W,,X

6 for which p(6) 2 0. By the S procedure (Boyd
et al., 1994), this problem is equivalent to finding
the smallest 7 and a positive scalh T such that
a(6) ~ p ( 6 )2 0 , for all 6 E ltkX1,
which is
precisely (12).

To illustrate ow results, we present an example
of wntroller validation for a model identified in
closed-loop. Let us consider the following true
system Go with an Output Error structure:

+Y*W:2WrzY).

Proof. Proving this theorem is equivalent to proving that the solution yqt of the LMI prob
lem (12), evalnated at 0, is such that: 70pt =
m w ~ Au I ( H ~ ( ~ ' " , ~ Y H ~ ( ~where
",~)),
HW(z,6) = &H(G(6),CfW, and Xl(A) denotes
the largest eigenvalueof A. An equivalent and convenient way of restating the problem of computing
mw,u A'(Hw(ein, 6).Hw(ein, 6 ) ) is as follows:

minimize 7 such that
~ ~ ( ~ ~ ( & " , 6 ) * H ~ (-e 7j ~5 ,0s V6
) ) E U.
Using the fact If,(ein,6) has rank one, we have
that X1(Hw(ejn,6).Hw(ejn,6)) 7 5 0 is equivalent with

where e is a unit-variance white noise. The Samp l i time is 0.05 sacond. We perform an indirect
d d l o o p identification of an unbiased dosedloop transfer function T ( a by wllecting 1000
reference and output data on the true system
in closed loop with an output-feedback controller
u = 3(r y) (see (Bombdi et aL, 1999a) for
details). This wntroller stabilizes Go. The o p s
loop model G-d =
=T(OI(K(1- T(i)))
corresponding to
is equal to

-

~(a

~ ( 8

-

<

(W
W In ~( l(+~2+~ Z6 N) ~A) () W
*W&Z+(+ ~
Z2 D~@
6)) 0
Y

+ e x +Z16

Y+eX+Zl6

where A = diag(I2, -7Q) and Q , Zl are defined
in (12). This last expression is equivalent to the
following constraint on the rrol vector b:

with all, all and a n as &ed
in (12). This
last expression is equivalent to s t a t i i that
Xl(Hw (ejn, 6rHw(ejn,6))-7 5 0 for a particular
6 in U.However, this must be true for all 6 E (I.
Therefore the last expression must he true for all
6 such that

.

~(6)

which is equivalent to the statement U6E U".
Let us now recapitulate. Computing
m w E u A1(H,(ejn,6).Hw(dn,6)) is equivalent
to finding the smallest 7 such that 4 6 ) 5 0 for all

Control deslgn. From the model G m d , we have
designed a mtroIler with a phase advunce :
C ( z ) = (1.8464 1.36472-')/(I
0.45452-').
With this controller, the designed closed-loop
[G-a C] has a stability margin of 57 degrees and
a gain margin of 1 W . The cut-offtrequency 0, is
equal to 0.5 whid~corresponds to a real frequency
w. = 11 rad/s. Before applying this controller
C ( x ) to the true system, we verify whether it
achieves satisfactory bebaviow with all planks
in the uncertainty region 'DcL. The uncertainty
region 'DCL containing the true system GO at a
probability level equal to 0.95 is given by

-

-

-a

where UGL = {E I (E - fiT~;'((
c 12.6)
and PCis the wvwiance matrix of i.
As shown in
(Bombois et aL, 19998; Bombois et aL, 1999b),
it is easy to prove that 'DGL has the general
structure (1).
Validation of C for stability. Using the pr*
cedwe presented in Section 3, we check whether
C stabilizes all plants in 'DcL. For this purpose,
we wnstruct the row vector Mn,,(+) defined in
Theorem 4 and we compute the corresponding
stability radius f16(Mnc,(ejn)) at all frequencies

in I0 TI. The maximum over these frequencies is
0.1313. Since this maximum is smaller than 1, we
conclude that C(+) stabilizes all plants in VCL
and therefore also the true system Go.
Validation of C for performance. In order
to verify that C gives satisfsctory performance
with aU plants in VCL, we compute at each fre
quency the worst ease modulus b,,(R, S) of the
sensitivity function *Sachieved by C over d l
plants in VCL. This can be done by computing
J w c ( V c ~C,
, Wi,W,, R) using Theorem 7 with
the particular weights W, = W, = diag(0,l).
The worst case modulus of the sensitivity function
over all models in VCL is represented in Figure 1. In this figure, the worst ease performance
level tv,,(R, S) is compared with the sensitivity
functions of the designed closed loop [G-d C]
and of the achieved closed loop [Go Cj. h m
tncL(i2, S), we can find that the worst case static
emor (=to,, (0, S)) resulting fmm a constant disturbance of unit amplitude is equal to 0.1692,
whereas this static error is 0.0834 in the designed
closed-loop. The achieved static error is 0.1017.
Using tv,, (n,S), we can $so see that the bandwidth of n, = 0.5 in the designed closed-loop
is p m w e d for all closed loops with a plant in
Vc=, since tvc,(R,S) is equal to 1 a t R. =
0.5. The difference between the resonance peak
of the designed sensitivity function (i.e. m a w
11 S(G,d,C) 11= 1.6184) and the worst case
reasonance peak achieved by a plant in Vcr, ( is.
maxn to,, (R, S) = 1.7075) also remains small.
Note that the actually achieved resonance peak
(i.e. m a u 11 S(G0,C) 1)) is equal to 1.6229.

Fig. 1.to,, (Q,S) (solid), II S(G,d,
and II S(Go, C) I1 ( d d d o t )

C) II (dashed)

We may therefore conclude that the controller C
is validstad for performance since the difference
between the nominal and worst case performance
level remains very small a t every frequency. With
such stability and performance analysis results,
one would confidently apply the controller to the
real system, assuming that the nominal performance is judged to be satisfactory.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed tools for the robust stability
and robust performance analysis of a controller
designed from a nominal model, when the uncertainty set Z) containing the true system is de
saibed via ellipsoidal perturbations around the
parameter vector of the nominal model. Such ellipsoidal parameter pwtmbations arise when the
nominal model is the result of a prediction error
identifieation procedure using an unbiased model
structure. Our solution to the validation for stability problem is in the form of a necessary and sufficient condition for the stabiliition of all models
t y V by a given
in this parametric ~ l ~ e r t a i nset
controller C. Our solution to the validation for
performance problem takes the form of the exact
computation of the worst ease performance of the
controller C in closed loop with all modek in the
uncertainty set V.
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